
 

Budget Ad Hoc Group Triennial Work Plan Process FY 2025-2027 
 

Chair: Erik Skeie 
 

Charge: The Budget Ad Hoc Group (BAHG) will work with the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and Grand Canyon 
Monitoring and Research Center (GCMRC) to develop an annual budget recommendation for TWG consideration. This is to 
include an initial budget recommendation during the spring Technical Work Group meeting and a final recommendation 
during the summer TWG meeting. 

 
Members: Mark Anderson, Cliff Barrett, Richard Begay, Rob Billerbeck, Rod Buchanan, Carrie Cannon, Shane Capron, Colleen 
Cunningham, Kurt Dongoske, Sinjin Eberle, Craig Ellsworth, Buddy Fazio, Mel Fegler, Charlie Ferrentelli, Michelle Garrison, Dani 
Greene, Sarah Haas, Jeremy Hammen, Brian Hines, Leslie James, Carliane Johnson, Kristen Johnson, Theresa Johnson, Dan 
Leavitt, Jakob Maase, Ryan Mann, Betsy Morgan, Jessica Neuwerth, Jess Newton, Ronda Newton, Christina Noftsker, Emily 
Omana, Bill Persons, Sara Price, Shana Rapoport, Ben Reeder, Andrew Schultz, Seth Shanahan, Bart Stevens, Larry Stevens, 
Jack Stewart, William Stewart, Jim Strogen, Deborah Williams, Emily Young, Jamescita Peshlakai, Erik Stanfield. 

 
Invited technical advisors: Drew Eppehimer, Helen Fairley, Emily Palmquist, Heather Patno, Nick Williams, Charles Yackulic, 
Andrew Schultz. 

 
 
The BAHG has held five meetings between the January 2024 Annual Reporting meeting and the February 2024 

Adaptive Management Work Group Meeting. The purpose of these meetings was to allow the BAHG to provide feedback 
directly to the GCMRC as they develop the Initial Draft of the Triennial Work Plan (TWP). Reclamation’s portion of the TWP 
will be discussed further in future meetings.  

 
The following information is a summary of the GCMRC Projects that were presented to the BAHG for inclusion in the 

FY 2025-2027 TWP, and the BAHG Feedback. Please note that budget numbers are from the FY24 Budget, and are only 
present to give a general idea of previous costs. In the case of Project L: Overflight Remote Sensing, the budget from FY 21 
when the flight was conducted has also been included. Also attached to this summary are the notes from each BAHG Call.  

 
General BAHG Feedback: The BAHG encouraged GCMRC to think of how these Projects relate into the larger picture of 
LTEMP and the ecosystem as a whole.  GCMRC should clearly define how their Projects relate to LTEMP and management 
decisions. The BAHG also requests that Reclamation conduct a priority exercise with the Projects in the Initial Draft of the 
TWP similar to previous work. The BAHG will also undergo its own prioritization exercise after the Initial Draft of the TWP is 
developed.  

 
 

Project A: Streamflow, Water Quality, and Sediment Transport and Budgeting in the Colorado River Ecosystem (FY24 
$1,249,606) 

This project collects the physical data that directly link dam operations to the downstream Colorado River; all other GCDAMP-
funded projects use these data to link dam operations to their resources of interest. The data collected by this project are used 
to implement the High-Flow Experiment (HFE) Protocol (i.e., trigger and design HFE hydrographs), to evaluate the reach-scale 
sand mass-balance response to the HFE Protocol, and to evaluate the downstream effects of releases conducted under the 
Long-Term Experimental and Management Plan (LTEMP) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS; LTEMP). Full Description on 
page 80 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
A.1 Stream gaging and hydrologic analyses  
A.2 Continuous water-quality parameters  
A.3 Sediment transport and budgeting  
 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested moving the Database and Website management into Project K in order to 
streamline the TWP.  There was an additional suggestion to analyze duration and extent of clear water flow, and what 
consequences that may have on the ecosystem. 
 
 
 

https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf


 

Project B: Sandbar and Sediment Storage Monitoring and Research (FY24 $1,010,030) 
The purposes of this project are to: 1) track the effects of individual HFEs on sandbars and campsites), 2) monitor the cumulative 
effect of successive HFEs and intervening dam operations on sandbars and sand conservation, 3) investigate the interactions 
between dam operations, sand transport, and channel dynamics, and 4) develop and apply predictive models for streamflow 
and sandbar changes that can be used for evaluating dam operations scenarios. It directly relates to the LTEMP Record of 
Decision (ROD; LTEMP) to “increase and retain fine sediment volume, area, and distribution...for ecological, cultural, and 
recreational purposes." Full Description on page 106 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

B.1 Sandbar and campsite monitoring with topographic surveys and remote cameras  
B.2 Bathymetric and topographic mapping for monitoring long-term trends in sediment storage  
B.3 Control network and survey support  
B.4 Sediment and sandbar modeling 

 
BAHG Feedback: There was no additional feedback from the BAHG. 

Project C: Riparian Vegetation Monitoring and Research (FY24 $339,147) 
The purpose of this project is to monitor the status and trends of riparian vegetation, examine mechanisms behind trends in 
riparian vegetation change as they relate to LTEMP flows, and apply existing and new knowledge to LTEMP vegetation 
management. The four elements of this project assess riparian vegetation status in the Colorado River Ecosystem (CRe), test 
mechanisms by which flow regime impacts species of interest, synthesize data to anticipate changes to vegetation, and assist 
nonflow management actions directed by the LTEMP. Full Description on page 135 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
C.1 Ground-based riparian vegetation monitoring  
C.2 Determining hydrological tolerances and management tools for plant species of interest  
C.3 Predictive models and synthesis  
C.4 Vegetation management decision support  
 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG was supportive of moving towards a habitat based approach. There was also a suggestion to 
develop a wildlife habitat metric, and to look at wildlife habitat based on ecological functional groups. 

Project D: Effects of Dam Operations and Vegetation Management for Archaeological Sites (FY24 $331,622) 
The LTEMP goal for Archaeological and Cultural Resources is to maintain the integrity of potentially affected National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible or listed historic properties in place, where possible, with preservation methods employed on 
a site- specific basis. Project D monitors and quantifies changes in the physical condition of river corridor archaeological sites in 
Grand Canyon as a function of ongoing and experimental dam operations and vegetation management actions of the LTEMP 
ROD (LTEMP), in keeping with the mandates of the Grand Canyon Protection Act (GCPA) and consistent with the monitoring 
plan developed in 2015 and Reclamation’s 2017 Historic Preservation Plan. Description on page 164 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
D.1 Dam operations, vegetation management, archaeological sites 
D.2 Monitoring landscape-scale ecosystem change with repeat photography  
D.3 Cultural Program History 

NEW PROJECT IDEAS 
1. Evaluate rock art site condition using LiDAR and photogrammetry (Reclamation) 
2. Pilot study to evaluate potential to extract cultural and ecological information from Colorado River deposits 

using eDNA and pollen (Reclamation TWP) 
3. GCMRC – NPS collaboration on formal analysis of archeological site monitoring data (Reclamation TWP) 
4. Explore utility of existing system-wide changes in high elevation sand deposits 
5. Model river sand transport and high-elevation deposition 

  
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG asked GCMRC to consider whether some of these items have gone from experimental to 
management actions, and who should ultimately take ownership of any management actions. There was also concern 
expressed about Zuni being unable to connect with their ancestors if their sites are buried.  

  

https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf


 

 
Project E: Controls on Ecosystem Productivity: Nutrients, Flow, and Temperature (FY24 $293,152) 

This project aims to disentangle some of these drivers by combining the highly resolved long-term information about riverine 
turbidity, silt and clay concentrations, solar inputs, discharge, and gross primary productivity via continuous oxygen and 
temperature measurements– data that are collected as parts of the Interagency Lake Powell Water Quality Monitoring 
project. Project E is designed to capture and link changes in productivity to changes in bottom-up drivers such as light, flow, 
and nutrients and to further develop links between these bottom-up drivers and higher trophic levels. Full Description on page 
189 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
E.1 Phosphorus budgeting in the Colorado River 
E.2 Rates and composition of primary producers in the Colorado River 
E.3 Productivity at higher trophic levels 

 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested GCMRC look into developing a controlled experimental area downstream of the dam. 
There was also a suggestion to use bioenergetics in E.3 to determine how piscivorous warm water invasive fish species are, 
and better determine how much of a threat they pose to native fish species.  
 

Project F: Aquatic Invertebrate Ecology (FY24 $686,647) 
The primary focus of Project F is continuation of long-term food base monitoring needed to track ecosystem response to “Bug 
Flows” and other LTEMP experiments. Additionally, this project supports other projects within the TWP such as: Project E, Project G, 
and Project H. Full Description on page 214 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
F.1 Aquatic invertebrate monitoring in Marble and Grand Canyons 
F.2 Aquatic invertebrate monitoring in Glen Canyon  
F.3 Invertebrate Monitoring in Tributaries 
F.4 Fish diet studies  

Additional Work: USGS/NPS Water Quality Partnership (Funded outside of AMP) 
 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested using the eDNA collected in this project to detect/determine cause of human 
pathogens. The BAHG also asked if GCMRC foresaw any Bug Flow replicates occurring in the upcoming TWP, GCMRC 
stated the link between bug flows and humpback chub growth/survival has not been established, and further replicates 
may help determine if such a link exists. 
 

Project G: Humpback Chub Population Dynamics throughout the Colorado River Ecosystem (FY24 $1,594,535) 
This project is mandated by the 2016 Biological Opinion associated with the LTEMP, while focusing research on improving 
our understanding of abundance and the drivers of humpback chub population dynamics throughout the lower CRe. Full 
Description on page 231 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
G.1 Humpback chub population modeling  
G.2 Annual spring/fall HBC abundance estimates in the lower 13.6 km of the LCR  
G.3 Juvenile chub monitoring near the LCR confluence (JCM-East)  
G.4 Remote PIT-tag array monitoring in the LCR  
G.5 Monitoring humpback chub aggregation relative abundance and distribution  
G.6 Juvenile chub monitoring - West (JCM-West)  
G.7 Chute Falls translocations  

NEW PROJECTS 
1. HBC Exploration above Blue Springs 
2. Expanding PIT antenna detections throughout Grand Canyon 
3. Close-kin mark0recapture of HBC 
4. LCR HBC population – vulnerability to climate change and drought 

 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested including a means to monitor HBC response to actions in the LTEMP SEIS. There 
was an additional suggestion to examine whether or not bioenergetics from Project E could be used to look at carrying 
capacity of HBC in lower Western Grand Canyon. GCMRC was also asked to consider whether or not the Paria is suitable 
for HBC, and what would happen to the HBC populations in WGC should Lake Meade ever refill. 

  

https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/LTEMP/FEIS/BiologicalOpinionGCD2016.pdf
https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf


 

 

Project H: Salmonid Research and Monitoring (FY24 $511,247) 
Rainbow trout were an important component in the development of LTEMP for GCD operations, and thus were a major 
consideration in the flow decisions in the selected alternative in the LTEMP ROD. This study focuses on how experimental flows 
will influence recruitment, growth, survival, and dispersal of rainbow trout in Glen and Marble canyons. Full Description on page 
257 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
H.1 Rainbow trout monitoring in Glen Canyon  
H.2 Experimental flow assessment of trout recruitment  
H.3 Brown Trout Early Life Stage Survey in Glen Canyon  
H.4 Salmonid modeling 

 
BAHG Feedback: There was no additional feedback from the BAHG. 

Project I: Non-Native Fish Monitoring and Research (FY24 $655,278) 
Maintaining self-sustaining native fish populations within the Colorado River and minimizing the presence and expansion of 
aquatic invasive species are two specific resource goals outlined in the LTEMP and associated 2016 Biological Opinion for the 
operation of Glen Canyon Dam. These two resource goals are closely linked together in that introduced warm-water fish are 
largely incompatible with Colorado River native fish and pose a direct risk to native species like the Humpback Chub. This project 
will help to monitor those risks. Full Description on page 291 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
I.1 System-wide native fish and invasive aquatic species monitoring  
I.2 Invasion and colonization dynamics of warm-water invasive fish  
I.3 Impacts of channel catfish on native fish in the LCR  

NEW PROJECT IDEAS: 
1. Smallmouth bass 

a. Modeling population dynamics 
b. Reproduction 
c. Laboratory studies 

2. Other non-native fish 
3. Lake Powell entrainment 
4. Emerging Threats 

 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested entrainment be included in the population dynamics model moving forward. The 
BAHG also suggested a Project Element to allow for GCMRC involvement in discussion and review of actions from 
Invasive Fish Species Below Glen Canyon Dam: A Strategic Plan to Prevent, Detect and Respond developed by the 
Smallmouth Bass Ad Hoc Group. Additionally, the BAHG would like GCMRC to ensure Project I is equipped to 
monitor/analyze data from any actions in the LTEMP SEIS. Additionally, there was a request that GCMRC to develop a 
reporting method that combines all findings from the various agencies on invasive species to keep the AMWG and TWG 
up to date on the statues of non-native fish detections in the system. 

 
Project J: Socioeconomic Research (FY24 $217,529) 

Project J contains research elements that collect and integrate socioeconomic information with data and predictive models 
from ongoing long-term physical and biological monitoring and research led by the USGS GCMRC. The project elements 
improve the ability of GCDAMP resource managers and stakeholders to evaluate management actions and prioritize 
monitoring and research. The proposed project elements address the LTEMP research and monitoring related to humpback 
chub, sediment, and invasive fish, and hydropower, as specified in Section 4. Full Description on page 291 of the FY21-23 
TWP. 

 
J.1 Predictive models for adaptive management  
J.2 Brown trout incentivized harvest  
 NEW PROJECT IDEAS: 

1. Recreation project element 
a. Develop modeling capabilities for recreation metrics 
b. Examine regional economic impact of recreation spending under different future hydrology 

2. Integrated modeling project 
a. Continue to develop predictive model capabilities to integrate socio-economic, biological, and physical 

https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf
http://www.riversimulator.org/Resources/USBR/LTEMP/FEIS/BiologicalOpinionGCD2016.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf


 

resource capabilities. 
b. Focus on value of information (ie. Linking research to management actions) 
c. Report on and further develop modeling capabilities for reporting on hydropower metrics 

3. Tribal Project element 
a. Collaborate with interested tribal partners to design and implement a framewok for monitoring and 

integration of Tribal knowledge of cultural benefits into GCDAMP 
 

 BAHG Feedback: There is concern with inclusion of hydropower monitoring, analysis and metrics, particularly as the 
Socio-economic Ad Hoc Group recommended moving Project N to Reclamation.  There was BAHG support for the 
remaining proposed elements.  

 
Project K: Geospatial Science, Data Management, and Technology (FY24 $503,453) 

This project provides high-level support to GCDAMP-funded science efforts in the disciplines of geospatial science, data 
management, database administration, and emerging information technologies. Full Description on page 326 of the FY21-23 
TWP. 

 
K.1 Enterprise GIS, geospatial analysis, and processing  
K.2 Data management and database administration  
K.3 Remote monitoring and advanced technology support  

 
BAHG Feedback: The BAHG suggested potentially expanding geospatial data collection to support Tribal research efforts.  

 
Project L: Overflight Remote Sensing in Support of GCDAMP and LTEMP (FY21 $897,350, FY24 $312,349) 

This project seeks to acquire and analyze high-resolution multispectral imagery and digital surface models (DSM) of 
the Colorado River and riparian area from the forebay of Glen Canyon Dam downstream to Lake Mead, and along the 
major tributaries to the Colorado River. Data derived from the 2021 and previous overflights are used either directly or 
indirectly by every science project to address every resource goal of the LTEMP. Full Description on page 346 of the FY21-
23 TWP. 
 

L.1 Overflight remote sensing  
NEW PROJECT IDEAS:  

1. Overflight mission to include LiDAR 
2. Overflight mission to include multispectral imagery 

 
 BAHG Feedback: There was concern about increased price if the flights include LiDAR and multispectral imagery, GCMRC 

was encouraged to look at ways to save money or cost share, specifically if there is opportunity to cost share with the 
USGS 3DEP Program. 

Project M: Leadership, Management, and Support (FY24 $1,337,333) 
The Leadership, Management, and Support budget covers salaries for a budget analyst, librarian, a part-time library 
assistant, three members of the logistics support staff, as well as leadership and management personnel for GCMRC. Full 
Description on page 359 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
M.1 Leadership, management, and support  
M.2 Logistics staff  
M.3 IT  
 
BAHG Feedback: There was no additional feedback from the BAHG. 
 

Project N: Hydropower Monitoring and Research (FY24 $29,574) 
The LTEMP states that the objective of the hydropower and energy resource goal is to, “maintain or increase GCD electric 
energy generation, load following capability, and ramp rate capability, and minimize emissions and costs to the greatest 
extent practicable, consistent with improvement and long-term sustainability of downstream resources.” Project N will identify, 
coordinate, and collaborate with external partners on monitoring and research opportunities associated with operational 
experiments at GCD designed to meet hydropower and energy resource objectives, as stated in the LTEMP EIS and its ROD, and 
guided by the memorandum (Guidance Memo) from the Secretary's Designee, dated August 14, 2019. Full Description on page 
360 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 

https://gcdamp.com/images_gcdamp_com/5/5d/GCMRC_TWP2021-23_December2_2020_ApprovedBySecretary.pdf
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N.1 Hydropower monitoring and research ($29,574) 
 
BAHG Feedback: The Socioeconomic Ad Hoc Group recommended moving this Project to the Bureau of Reclamation’s 
Power Office. The BAHG was supportive of this recommendation, but will need additional information on what exactly 
this would mean in terms of budget and the project work. 
 

NEW PROJECT: Other Native Fish 
This project is tied to the LTEMP Goal to maintain self-sustaining native fish species populations and their habitats in their 
natural ranges on the Colorado River and its tributaries. The idea is to separate other native fish from Project I. The project seeks 
to understand size and distribution in the mainstem and tributaries, estimate native fish demographic rates and environmental 
drivers, understand predation, and improve predictive modeling to inform management actions (dam ops., barriers, etc.). 

 
1. System Wide native fish monitoring 
2. Analyze existing data – Bluehead, Flannelmouth, Razorback suckers & Speckled Dace 
3. New technology-pilot study: acoustic tags with “predation sensors” 
 
BAHG Feedback: There was no additional feedback from the BAHG. 

 



 

Resource Goals found in section A-2 of the LTEMP. 
 
1. Archaeological and Cultural Resources. Maintain the integrity of potentially 
affected NRHP-eligible or listed historic properties in place, where possible, 
with preservation methods employed on a site-specific basis. 
 
2. Natural Processes. Restore, to the extent practicable, ecological patterns and 
processes within their range of natural variability, including the natural 
abundance, diversity, and genetic and ecological integrity of the plant and 
animal species native to those ecosystems. 
 
3. Humpback Chub. Meet humpback chub recovery goals, including maintaining 
a self-sustaining population, spawning habitat, and aggregations in the 
Colorado River and its tributaries below the Glen Canyon Dam. 
 
4. Hydropower and Energy. Maintain or increase Glen Canyon Dam electric 
energy generation, load following capability, and ramp rate capability, and 
minimize emissions and costs to the greatest extent practicable, consistent 
with improvement and long-term sustainability of downstream resources. 
 
5. Other Native Fish. Maintain self-sustaining native fish species populations 
and their habitats in their natural ranges on the Colorado River and its 
tributaries. 
 
6. Recreational Experience. Maintain and improve the quality of recreational 
experiences for the users of the Colorado River Ecosystem. Recreation 
includes, but is not limited to, flatwater and whitewater boating, river corridor 
camping, and angling in Glen Canyon. 
 
7. Sediment. Increase and retain fine sediment volume, area, and distribution in 
the Glen, Marble, and Grand Canyon reaches above the elevation of the 
average base flow for ecological, cultural, and recreational purposes. 
 
8. Tribal Resources. Maintain the diverse values and resources of traditionally 
associated Tribes along the Colorado River corridor through Glen, Marble, 
and Grand Canyons. 
 
9. Rainbow Trout Fishery. Achieve a healthy high-quality recreational rainbow 
trout fishery in GCNRA and reduce or eliminate downstream trout migration 
consistent with NPS fish management and ESA compliance. 
 
10. Nonnative Invasive Species. Minimize or reduce the presence and expansion 
of aquatic nonnative invasive species. 
 
11. Riparian Vegetation. Maintain native vegetation and wildlife habitat, in 
various stages of maturity, such that they are diverse, healthy, productive, 
self-sustaining, and ecologically appropriate. 

https://ltempeis.anl.gov/documents/docs/LTEMP_ROD.pdf


BAHG Call #1 

The purpose of this call was to walk through all of the GCMRC and BOR TWP Projects and get feedback 
from BAHG Members on what informa�on they would like from GCMRC at the February BAHG Calls.  

• General Thoughts 
o Larry Stevens: low flows and hot summers, rela�onal ques�on: would it be a good idea 

to pay aten�on to human health and bacteria as it relates to warming condi�ons 
o Rob Billerbeck:  

 Poten�al for low flows with the SEIS and 6.0, we should look at all resources and 
all projects are considering 6.0 year 

o Chris�na No�sker: budget es�mates for all of projects 
o Craig Ellsworth: Would be helpful to take a moment to see what data that’s being 

collected is being used for management decisions 
 IF we are not using data, is it �me to transi�on away from that data? 

o Larry Stevens: third party external review  
o Kurt Dogonske: Does the sampling have an impact on the aqua�c life we are monitoring? 
o Review all projects to make sure appropriate rela�onships are drawn 
o Jim Strogen: could we shi� collec�on dates to ensure �mes that are less stressful for 

fish? 
o Leslie James: Take a general look to all references of GCPA, ge�ng into authori�es of 

these descrip�ons might not be appropriate. Just make sure it’s consistent. 
 Jeremy Hammen: Will get rid of references as it is just adding confusion at this 

point 
o Colleen Cunnigham: Is there a way for GCMRC to shows us how these projects relate to 

each other? Some project components seem duplica�ve 
o Clarity on how monitoring opera�onal changes fits into TWP, whether that is exclusively 

Experimental Fund or if it needs to be it’s own project a�er LTEMP SEIS 
o Larry Stevens: don’t seem to be very clear about the role of this program in fostering 

improved ecological condi�ons 
 Not sure where such a discussion would take place 
 What do we want to achieve in terms of ecosystem health? 

o Chris�na No�sker: would like to see more climate change considera�ons included in 
research projects.  

Project Specific Dsicussions 

• Project A:  
o Website and database currently unsupported, GCMRC working to hire staff 

 How is this website/database related to Project K efforts, and does it make sense 
for Project K support the website/database management?  

o Deb Williams:  
 Understanding what the total budget might be looking like, and what the budget 

request is for these specific projects? 
o David Ward:  

 Project A database and website, what exactly is not supported? 



• Is that stuff contracted out and not being supported on web servers, 
what por�on is the part that’s not supported? 

• Andrew: Having hard �me ge�ng people to post and maintain the data 
on the website 

o What has been decided is that the process will internalized 
o Hoping to bring computer scien�st in to internalize that process 

o Rob Billerbeck: bread and buter for a lot of other resources 
o Craig Ellsworth: also going to be a couple of other places to collect water quality (12 mile 

slough) 
 Would that poten�ally come in on this project or one of the fish projects? 

o Bill Persons: 2nd bacteriology, would AZ Department of Water Quality help? 
• Project B: 

o Looking to improve predic�ve modeling 
o Rob B: another key for understanding what happens in sediment 
o Larry Stevens: keep supported 
o Chris�na No�sker: with HFE protocol change, will the budget change or remain similar 

based on the new protocol? 
• Project C: 

o Two new proposed analysis 
 Analysis of vegeta�on as wildlife habitat (in C.1) 
 Phragmites research (in C.4) 

o Modified analysis 
 Greenhouse to include analysis on what would happen if Powell goes below 

power pool 
o Larry Stevens: shi� from vegeta�on to habitat monitoring might be large for this 

program, does the staff know what that means? 
 See more fleshing out as to how they would take this topic on 
 Greenhouse experiments: can be interes�ng as basic science, but conduc�ng in 

field is the way to do them 
• Might be beter framed as field experiments 

o Rob Billerbeck: agree with Larry statements 
 Support new addi�ons 

o Rod Buchanan: is this vegeta�on in the water or outside of the water? 
 Emily Palmquist: vegeta�on on the shoreline 
 Rod: might have an interest at some point knowing if veg in water is changing 

o Deb Williams: phragmites study, what is the why behind that? 
 Emily Palmquist: Possibility that we have the non-na�ve lineage 

• Want to iden�fy whether or not it is na�ve, gene�c tests in the region 
• Deb Williams: is there a management implica�on? 
• Emily: Right now it’s just whether or not non-na�ve exists 

o Management ac�on needs close coordina�on w/ tribal partners 
• Project D: 

o Consider new vegeta�on experimental ac�vi�es to achieve LTEMP Goals 
 What exactly does GCMRC mean by this? 



o Would more like to get to all 40 sites on the three year cycle 
o Rob Billerbeck: what we saw was a large number of sites moving out of type 1 

 Project to help iden�fy where veg management occurs to help Aeolian transport 
 Good result to see that not 100% of veg needs to be removed 

o Craig Ellsworth: there could be cross over with previous project, are there certain types 
of riparian veg species that would beter allow wildlife habitat and Aeolian process? 

o Kurt Dongoske: has there been any thought given to transplan�ng veg that has been 
removed on top of the sites to keep the sand in place as protec�on for arch site? 
 Joel Sanky: looking into that 

o Kurt Dongoske: project talks about na�onal register integrity, only iden�fies loca�on. 
Would like to see the other integrity qualifiers more discussed 
 These sites are vital for zuni to see and interact with 

• Burial is fine for integrity, but affec�ng Zuni ability to interact with 
cultural iden�ty 

o  
• Project E: 

o GPP modeling linked with Project A 
o E.3 trying to get E.3 analysis done this summer 
o Larry Stevens: core to understanding how ecosystem works 

 Kinds of things that need to be done with careful field experiments 
• Having Lees Ferry as site could be game changer 
• Big ques�on  

• Project F: 
o Make invertebrate dri� sample �ming the same as fish monitoring 

 Will this affect the budget? 
o Want to con�nue bat monitoring 

 How does bat monitoring help decision making? 
o Chris�na No�sker: Was there a ques�on about whether or not bug flows would be 

atempted, was it no? 
 Jeremy: not at the process yet to determine whether or not we would do that 

again. Will be discussed in a larger context in the coming months 
o Bill Persons: also want to know why we’re looking at bats 

 Well suited to ci�zen science 
 Personally would be more interested in monitoring benthic community not 

always in the dri� over bats 
 Had been done in the past 
 Does monitoring the benthic community help us with trophic levels? 

o Craig Ellsworth: important to con�nue the monitoring regardless of whether or not 
bugflow occurs  
 Need a good way to analyze that data sta�s�cally 
 Look at data streams used to make those kind of decisions 
 Haven’t seen dri� data report in a while 
 Monitoring trout might be a beter use of �me than dri� (trout are beter dri� 

catchers than dri� net) 



o  
• Project G: 

o Bill Persons: David Ward finding humpback chub further upstream in LCR than we’ve 
sampled raises ques�ons 
 Would it be worth mark recapture? 

o Larry Stevens: we need to understand whether or not chub could exist in paria, and 
why/why not 

o Jim Strogen: agree with looking at upper reaches of LCR 
 Important to see situa�ons with non-na�ves up there as well 

o Deb Williams: G.6 WGC should monitoring be a litle more wide or broad in WGC? 
 Ryan Mann: a lot of the monitoring programs are not duplica�ve, JCM west is 

fixed site with intended purpose of understanding dynamics by mark recapture 
• Project H:  

o Proposal to discon�nue H.3 
o Fish ultrasounds 

 We have a general idea now that BRNT are “Spawning Capable” in Nov. and RBT 
in Jan, why is addi�onal sampling necessary for decision making? 

o David Ward: DO trends didn’t show up in trout popula�ons, would like to make sure we 
are really keeping track of DO (either here or in water quality sec�ons) 
 Ryan Mann: second this comment, add that monitoring DO is important but 

need to understand DO dynamics within 5 miles of dam 
o Larry Stevens: is it possible to aerate turbines? 

 Jeremy Hammen: Small review a couple of years ago 
o  

• Project I: 
o Looking to expand parasite monitoring in I.1 
o Addi�on of SMB modeling  
o Addi�on of using sonic tags to beter understand preda�on of na�ve fish 
o Links to SBAHG Work 
o Larry Stevens: ques�ons remain about comparable life history model for fish species 

 Do we have enough data to model response to warming temps in the system? 
o Dan Leavit: would be valuable to get a sense of where we are on the invasion curve for 

warm water species 
 Cri�cal to budge�ng 

o Colleen Cunningham: can we get enough informa�on in I.1 for species response to flow 
changes to control invasive. If not, that is something that should be considered. Need to 
be collec�ng the data to know whether or not it’s working. 
 Kim Dibble: it’s mostly monitoring by AZGFD, not really about making 

conclusions about that 
 Systemwide monitoring looking at broad trends, harder to assess direct 

response 
o Bill Persons: highlights tension b/w research and management 

 Feeling is we need to remove SMB, but if we want to learn about the species we 
would want to pit tag them 



 At the stage where we feel like we have to do something that does not include 
research 

 Colleen: if we are doing opera�onal changes, we need to be doing the research 
to show effec�veness (is that here or somewhere else?) 

o Deb Williams: agree that we should be monitoring effec�veness of these flow changes  
o Craig Ellsworth: echoing those last two comments 

 This demonstrates are lack of nimbleness to adjust 
 Would like to see a SMB specific element in this project 
 Why focus on channel ca�ish if no SMB? 
 David Ward: we kind of know now about channel cats, and it might be �me to 

swap out that project and swap it out for SMB 
o Emily Young: great point to think more forward especially as final year is new opera�onal 

guidelines 
 SMB monitoring and analyses  

o Rob Billerbeck: I.2 might be the way to address SMB as green sunfish are also a threat 
o Kim Dibble: maybe use some eDNA to look at channel cat diet 

 There had only been 10 or 12 SMB detected before the previous workplan, 
ca�ish were considered more of a threat. Things have shi�ed in the system and 
GCMRC will address that moving forward 

o Craig Ellsworth: study ways to reduce entrainment or generate ideas of how to reduce  
• Project J: 

o Lucas suggested breaking up into specific goals and developing repor�ng metrics for 
recrea�on 

o Poten�al for Project J to be an integrated model (ask Leslie more about this) 
o Leslie James: recommend that the reference in this write up to hydropower be pulled 

from J and that hydropower work be included as BOR responsibility  
o Deb Williams: don’t want to see the model for hydropower go away, it might need more 

collabora�on 
 Leslie James: not sure that revenues  are one of the key metrics so there might 

be some disconnect 
 Something that the SEAHG will be discussing 

o Rob Billerbeck: Lucas’ presenta�on was a clear method to understand, this program 
should have a clear metric for hydropower 

o Lucas Bair: SEAHG is 2/1 
• Project K: 

o Clarity on whether or not this is meant to be the one stop shop for all GCMRC data 
o  If not, would that be beneficial? 
o Colleen Cunningham: yes, we should get some clarity 
o Deb Williams: how does K relate to Project A and their website challenges? 

 Maybe some rela�on to project L 
o  

• Project L:  
o Would like to see inclusion, poten�al for May 2026 overflight 
o Discussion of including LiDAR collec�on 



 How beneficial would this be for the other projects? 
o Chris�na No�sker: when we get cost es�mates, would we get a breakdown of LiDAR vs. 

not 
o Deb Williams: very costly, the more data we can snag all at once the beter  

 Would be good to understand why the 3-4 yr �meline is a thing 
o  

• Project M: 
o Not sure how/if we can provide comment on it 
o  

• Project N: 
o SEAHG 
o Jeremy Hammen: were discussions on what was produced in N might fit poten�al new 

project for screening tools in Project J 
 Craig Ellsworth: have issue with developing hydropower tools that have not 

been reviewed, many assump�ons that have come up 
• Need to get those assump�ons discussed 

• Table of Projects: 
o Colleen Cunningham: this table could also help us cross walk informa�on and dates 

regarding project overlap 
 Table type of format to help visualize and resolve poten�al duplica�ve efforts 

• Some visualiza�on that would answer whether or not there is 
duplica�ve efforts 

• Might also help answer how much stress is being put on the fish if we 
knew when they were occurring and by what groups in some sort of 
table or matrix 

• Craig Ellsworth: frequency would be helpful (what is current frequency, 
what frequency do we need to answer these ques�ons?) 

o Bill Persons: duplica�ve efforts are a concern as not sure what and when is being done 
o  

• BOR: 
o Kurt Dongoske: a lot of these projects are �ed to BOR PA, would like to hear from 

Reclama�on on where they think they stand in terms of that agreement 
 
 



BAHG Call #2: Foodbase, Nutrients, Water Quality 

• Project E: Controls on Ecosystem Produc�vity: Nutrients, Flow, and Temperature (FY24 
$293,152) 

o This project aims to disentangle some of these drivers by combining the highly resolved 
long-term informa�on about riverine turbidity, silt and clay concentra�ons, solar inputs, 
discharge, and gross primary produc�vity via con�nuous oxygen and temperature 
measurements– data that are collected as parts of the Interagency Lake Powell Water 
Quality Monitoring project. Project E is designed to capture and link changes in 
produc�vity to changes in botom-up drivers such as light, flow, and nutrients and to 
further develop links between these botom-up drivers and higher trophic levels. Full 
Descrip�on on page 189 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 E.1 Phosphorus budgeting in the Colorado River (FY24 $106,169) 

• Construct phosphorus (P) budget 
o Extending that to GPP model 

 E.2 Rates and composi�on of primary producers in the Colorado River (FY24 $94,945) 

•  
 E.3 Produc�vity at higher trophic levels (FY24 $92,038) 



•  
o Need new equipment to measure metabolism of fish 
o Basis of fish model (bioenerge�cs) 
o A lot of fish biomass in Western Grand Canyon 

 Expect that food will become the limi�ng factor 
o Building on food web work that was done in the past 

o Discussion: 
o Project E Started from thinking of how things related to WQ and the ecosystem 

 Jim Strogen: are you at the point to say that P is too low and might require 
supplemen�ng, or would further research be needed? 

• Charles Yackulic: P is o�en limi�ng 
o Downstream P becomes less a factor, that’s why we want to go 

downstream  
o Limits produc�vity in Lees Ferry 
o GCMRC focuses more on finding out what is happening in the 

trends and why, as opposed to management ac�on 
o Have evidence to show that it is limi�ng and low 
o If you were to add P, big ques�on of how to get it to stay 

available as sediment lowers P availability 
• Bridget Deemer: incuba�ons collected sediment from Pearce Ferry and 

Paria, both incuba�ons show P limita�ons 
o There will be ques�ons about how much P would be needed 

below the dam 
 Chrsi�na No�sker: E.2, when you men�oned you want to do mapping, was a 

repeat of something, or are you proposing to do more? 
• Kim Dibble: started in 2016 matching TRGD segments to make links to 

RBT abundance and growth 
o Idea is to generate deep learning model w/ imagery 
o Do Glen Canyon for now, moving downstream won’t happen 

un�l solid progress has been made upstream 
o Repeat sampling every 3-5 years (if not included in this Work 

Plan, it should be in the next one) 
• CY: one thing to note is that the field work doesn’t take long, analysis is 

the hiccup 
 Craig Ellsworth: there might be openness to have experimental area 

downstream of dam 
• BD: tried two work plans ago to have experimental stream 

o Looking at warming water on macrophytes 
 Water was warmed too much through pipeline, so they 

couldn’t run the experiments 



 If there is an opportunity now to run experiments at 
banks or below dam it would be ideal 

• Bill Persons: tried to set up experimental streams below dam but had 
�me maintaining water due to sump pumps, streams would some�mes 
go dry 

 Rob Billerbeck: For NPS definitely concerns about P fer�lizing.   For 
bioenerge�cs, I guess I'm wondering how the bioenerge�cs will help us with the 
big problems of the day - would it help us answer how well HBC and other 
na�ves will survive the warm water fish onslaught?  Is that a necessary part of 
the models or what ac�onable info would be get from it?   

• CY: Bioenerge�cs of warmwater nonna�ve fish could help us understand 
how piscivorous they might be an what the impact of warmwater 
nonna�ves popula�ons of different sizes on na�ve fish popula�ons. 
Most of the informa�on for warmwater nonna�ves is well known. When 
it comes to ques�ons of compe��on between na�ve and nonna�ve 
species bioenerge�cs is a really useful tool. 

• Project F: Aqua�c Invertebrate Ecology (FY24 $686,647) 
o The primary focus of Project F is con�nua�on of long-term food base monitoring needed 

to track ecosystem response to “Bug Flows” and other LTEMP experiments. Addi�onally, 
this project supports other projects within the TWP such as: Project E, Project G, and 
Project H. Full Descrip�on on page 214 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 F.1 Aqua�c invertebrate monitoring in Marble and Grand Canyons (FY 24 

$358,497) 
 F.2 Aqua�c invertebrate monitoring in Glen Canyon (FY 24 $270,068) 

• Dri� is the best way to model trout growth 
 F.3 invertebrate monitoring in tributaries (not funded since 2021) 
 F.4 Fish diet studies (FY 24 $58,082) 

  
•  

o Discussion:  
 Larry Stevens: is it possible to move from individual resource to habitat basis in 

the next couple of funding cycles 



• Ted Kennedy: haven’t thought much about that, would be interested in 
mee�ng to discuss further 

o Two work plans ago had a student looking at importance of 
aqua�c vs. land fauna 

o Papers have not been published yet 
• LS: long �me since we heard about birds in the canyon 

 CN: would it be possible to look for eDNA related to the human "toelio" 
outbreaks in the canyon?   

• TK: possibly, does anyone know what order or phylum it’s from? 
o Viruses don’t have DNA, they have RNA, so it might be possible 

to monitor norovirus using water sample collec�ons 
o Will reach out to grad student  

 CE: is there addi�onal bug flow experimen�ng you would like to see done, 
what’s the next big thing? 

• TK: abundance of midges correlates strongly 
o Haven’t made a link w/ chub growth and survival 

 Can see role for addi�onal replicates of bug flows to see 
if that connec�on exists 

 

• Project A: Streamflow, Water Quality, and Sediment Transport and Budge�ng in the Colorado 
River Ecosystem (FY24 $1,249,606) 

o This project collects the physical data that directly link dam opera�ons to the 
downstream Colorado River; all other GCDAMP-funded projects use these data to link 
dam opera�ons to their resources of interest. The data collected by this project are used 
to implement the High-Flow Experiment (HFE) Protocol (i.e., trigger and design HFE 
hydrographs), to evaluate the reach-scale sand mass-balance response to the HFE 
Protocol, and to evaluate the downstream effects of releases conducted under the Long-
Term Experimental and Management Plan (LTEMP) Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS; LTEMP). Full Descrip�on on page 80 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 A.1 Stream gaging and hydrologic analyses ($400,958) 
 A.2 Con�nuous water-quality parameters ($137,334) 
  



 
• This project is salary heavy 

o Only two river trips to maintain remote gaging sta�ons in the 
canyon 

o HFE might have addi�onal logis�cs to collect more data 
•  

o Discussion: 
 CN: would temp in the slough fit in A, or different project area? 

• DT: deciding whether or not slough fits in Project A or not 
o Had hallway conversa�ons about how to streamline some of the 

data collec�on so it’s not add on for other projects 
o DO sensor for GPP work halfway b/w dam and lees ferry that 

could become part of project A 
 Need to QA/QC data back to June 2023 
 In 25 this person might be able to take on more 

 Jim Strogen: is vandalism an issue on these sites? 
• David Topping: many years ago we had vandalism at LCR above the 

mouth 
o A couple others at outlying sites, but not a big problem here as 

with other sites 
 Betsy Morgan: how does the database/website effort differ from Project K? 

• Project K does not have an employee at the moment, looking for 
support 

• Data goes back to the 1990s 
o Hope in next TWP is to have someone in Project K take this on 
o Have to bring exper�se in house w/ new posi�on in Project K 

• Thomas Gushue (Project K): workflow for Project A data has followed a 
different path to other projects 



o Didn’t have capacity back then, but with new hire we would 
have a lot of crossover 

• Bridget Deemer: having a database manager would help a lot of projects 
o David Topping: incredibly important to bring this exper�se in-

house 
o Could distribute cost of funding this posi�on across a lot of 

different projects 
   



BAHG Call #3: Humpback Chub/Na�ve Fish, Rainbow Trout, & Vegeta�on (Projects C, G, H) 02/13/24 

NOTE: All dollar values are from the FY24 Budget 

• Project C: Riparian Vegeta�on Monitoring and Research ($339,147) Emily Palmquist 
o The purpose of this project is to monitor the status and trends of riparian vegeta�on, 

examine mechanisms behind trends in riparian vegeta�on change as they relate to 
LTEMP flows, and apply exis�ng and new knowledge to LTEMP vegeta�on management. 
The four elements of this project assess riparian vegeta�on status in the Colorado River 
Ecosystem (CRe), test mechanisms by which flow regime impacts species of interest, 
synthesize data to an�cipate changes to vegeta�on, and assist nonflow management 
ac�ons directed by the LTEMP. Full Descrip�on on page 135 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 
 C.1 Ground-based riparian vegeta�on monitoring ($169,062) 

• Adding analysis of vegeta�on as wildlife habitat 
• In response to not addressing wildlife habitat part of LTEMP goal 

o Using first part of workplan to develop monitoring and 
research/ques�ons 

•  
 C.2 Determining hydrological tolerances and management tools for plant species 

of interest ($12,012) 
• An�cipa�ng first year as growing the plants and acquiring needed 

equipment 
• Considering if there is a way to combine this with field experiments 

 C.3 Predic�ve models and synthesis ($143,022) 
• Want to dig into what change in bacarus and tamarisk will do to broader 

vegeta�on diversity 



• Half a page and a half of workshopping for ideas for flow/veg/sediment 
modeling, trying to figure out where to put this in the workplan 
(interdisciplinary studies) 

 C.4 Vegeta�on management decision support ($15,051) 
• Adding Phragmites research 

o Genotype for invasive vs. na�ve phragmites 
o Would need to talk about what the broader group would like to 

do IF the non-na�ve lineage is present in the canyon 
•  

o Discussion 
 Larry Stevens: historical perspec�ve: vegeta�on has transi�oned from tamarisk 

dominated to wasteland of habitat 
• All in favor of habitat approach 
• Challenge in this system is NPS “conserve natural state” 

o No consensus on what exactly that means  
o Need NPS fully on board for any management ac�ons 

recommended from GCDAMP 
• EP: would it be useful in habitat studies to think of ques�ons along the 

lines of “What will the habitat be if we leave things the way they are vs. 
what would it be if plant communi�es are altered?” 

o LS: imagery might be a way to broach that subject, status quo, 
invasive species, non-na�ve phramgites 

•  
 Seth Shanahan: don’t see aerial mapping, is that because ground is more useful? 

• EP: imagery s�ll important, ground based gives info in the interim 
o Aerial is good at looking at landscape changes in large areas 
o Ground based beter @ shorter term scale changes 
o Aerial in imagery project 

• SS: focus on wildlife and partnering w/ Navajo, will that be BOR of 
GCMRC? 

o Bird data on BOR side 
o Coordina�ng efforts for bird data with BOR 

• SS: should be a metric for wildlife habitat 
o EP: can add that component 

 Dan Leavit: wildlife habitat is a large concept: would challenge to think of it like 
na�ve veg and look at func�onal groups 

• Leverage data to further our current understanding 
• Value in answering ques�ons 
• EP: discussed a lot of concepts at this point, haven’t gone into how 

wildlife side is being handled right now 
o Do like the idea of thinking about func�onal groups 

• DL: it’ll be a long itera�ve process 
 Chris�na No�sker: were cotonwoods present pre-dam? 



• EP: yes, there were in pockets, goodings willow was more common than 
Fremont cotonwood 

 

• Project G: Humpback Chub Popula�on Dynamics throughout the Colorado River Ecosystem 
($1,594,535) Maria Dzul (Jewell) 

o This project is mandated by the 2016 Biological Opinion associated with the LTEMP, 
while focusing research on improving our understanding of abundance and the drivers of 
humpback chub popula�on dynamics throughout the lower CRe. Full Descrip�on on 
page 231 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 G.1 Humpback chub popula�on modeling ($150,929) 

  
 G.2 Annual spring/fall HBC abundance es�mates in the lower 13.6 km of the LCR 

($526,083) 

  
 G.3 Juvenile chub monitoring near the LCR confluence (JCM-East) ($530,907) 



  
 G.4 Remote PIT-tag array monitoring in the LCR ($75,569) 

  
 G.5 Monitoring humpback chub aggrega�on rela�ve abundance and distribu�on 

($210,348) 

  
 G.6 Juvenile chub monitoring - West (JCM-West) ($0) 

  
 G.7 Chute Falls transloca�ons ($100,699) 
  
 Not seeing elimina�on of any project elements 



  
  

o Discussion 
 Brian Hines: for new pit tag detec�on, are you looking at mobile or more self 

contained methods? 
• MD: looking at something more portable, especially if they are going on 

other projects 
o Something to deploy overnight 
o Hoping to add to trips that are already going out 

 Seth Shanahan: with submission of SEIS, are there components that reflect on 
Maria’s workplan that we should know about? 

• Bill Stewart: what is being proposed is covered in terms of triggers 
• SS: would be good to know what needs to be done vs. what we want to 

be done 
 Larry Stevens: is Paria suitable for HBC, if so, how? 

• Do we have enough data? 
• MD: if river con�nues to warm, HBC could expand and get to Paria on 

their own 
o Could try to analyze transloca�on more formally if people are 

interested 
• LS: in WGC, how much aten�on are you paying to tributary miles? 

o MD: USFWS might know beter for tribs 
  Not specifically looking for spawning ac�vity 

• LS: Big increase in WGC has happened in low lake levels, if lake were to 
refill, what are issues surrounding that? Or is that popula�on kind of 
sacrificial? 

o KD: Haven’t walked through that scenario before 
o DL: BOR Separated Glen Canyon Dam por�on from Hoover Dam 

under SEIS, litle premature to talk about end results as nothing 
is signed 



 Larry’s point is a good one, could that be significant to 
the overall popula�on? 

• LS: other comment was about handling, sta�s�cally strange things 
happen when you sample more than 5% of a popula�on 

 Rob Billerbeck: NPS suppor�ve overall 
• Concern: are we thinking about possibility of LTEMP SEIS with large 

fluctua�ons 
o Can we pick up poten�al effects of how those fluctua�ons 

would have on young of year HBC 
o Do we have enough precision to pick up affects should it 

happen? 
o MD: would have to look more closely, key is �ming for dam 

opera�ons 
 Helen Fairley: tags were to reduce handling of fish in LCR, also response to issue 

raised by the tribes 
• If there is a way to make good on the idea of reducing amount of fish 

handling? 
• MD: there was a reduc�on by cu�ng LCR Lower 1200 meter sampling 

o Some fish are resident in LCR 
• HF: would ask that be a considera�on moving forward 

o At what level can we live with less precision to lower direct 
handling 

 Brian Hines: Could we use project E to look at carrying capacity? Maybe get 
bioenerge�cs model to look at HBC in lower WGC 

• KD: part of last workplan was to develop beter es�mates of how much 
food HBC need to eat to maintain body weight, part of that is look at 
what they need in EGC vs. WGC 

o MD: would be able to assess that so long as there are no 
complica�ng factors 

• Project H: Salmonid Research and Monitoring ($511,247) Brian Healy 
o Rainbow trout were an important component in the development of LTEMP for GCD 

opera�ons, and thus were a major considera�on in the flow decisions in the selected 
alterna�ve in the LTEMP ROD. This study focuses on how experimental flows will 
influence recruitment, growth, survival, and dispersal of rainbow trout in Glen and 
Marble canyons. Full Descrip�on on page 257 of the FY21-23 TWP. 



o  
 Rainbow trout monitoring in Glen Canyon ($123,760) 

  
 Experimental flow assessment of trout recruitment ($267,705) 
 Brown Trout Early Life Stage Survey in Glen Canyon ($0) 
 Salmonid modeling ($119,782) 

o  
o Discussion 

 Emily Omana-Smith: in support 



• Happy to see flow op�ons 
• NEW PROJECT Other Na�ve Fish 

o  
o Discussion: 

 Would the Na�ve Fish Element of Project I be moved into this New Project? 
• BH: it could be moved into this new project 
• Kim Dibble: that was the thought, try to separate na�ve vs. non-na�ve, 

trying to disentangle the species 
o Taking the data that would be collected in the other projects for 

modeling in this one to address the LTEMP Goal 
 Larry Stevens: will life history models require addi�onal sampling? 

• BH: speckled dace respond rapidly to management ac�ons 
o Litle more difficult to monitor in a quan�ta�ve way as they’re 

so small 
• BH: I realized I might not have answered all of Larry's ques�ons: as far as 

addi�onal sampling for "other na�ve fish", I wouldn't plan much 
addi�onal field work, but use data that is already being collected on the 
other trips. I plan to think more about this. Sorry about that Larry 



BAHG Call #4 

• Project L: Overflight Remote Sensing in Support of GCDAMP and LTEMP ($312,349) (Joel 
Sankey, Thomas Gushue) 

o This project seeks to acquire and analyze high-resolu�on mul�spectral imagery and 
digital surface models (DSM) of the Colorado River and riparian area from the forebay of 
Glen Canyon Dam downstream to Lake Mead, and along the major tributaries to the 
Colorado River. Data derived from the 2021 and previous overflights are used either 
directly or indirectly by every science project to address every resource goal of the 
LTEMP. Full Descrip�on on page 346 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 Overflight remote sensing ($312,349) 

o  
• LiDAR would be very helpful for hydrologic modeling 

o Discussion: 
 Seth Shanahan: could we get a sense of what the budget might look like for 

regular flight vs. w/ LiDAR? Are there ways to save on the budget? 
• Joel Sankey: preliminary conversa�ons w/ contractor price is similar to 

previous years w/o LiDAR. Don’t have a number right now on LiDAR, but 
will get back to you 

• Thomas Gushue: USGS 3DEP program, mission is to collect high 
resolu�on LiDAR, would try to coordinate w/ them and offset cost 

• SS: Imagery about $500k, how or if we could save money? What 
informa�on do we lose or gain by doing it this workplan or not? 

o JS: people use this imagery and map data in the field to collect 
their data, there were significant enough changes @ 8,000cfs 
that another imagery run would be worthwhile 

o TG: only data collec�on that spans the en�re system 
 2026 would give us a change detec�on from spring HFE 



• Cost gets spread out across every project every 
year 

o JS: pushing the project off risks having those funds ge�ng 
picked up by other projects 

 Betsy Morgan: how does the program dis�nguish which project bears costs since 
there is collabora�on? 

• JS: try to make sure there is not a waste of money being spent by having 
redundant data collec�on across projects 

 Larry Stevens: probably the most important record of how the ecosystem 
changes 

• Running at 4-8 intervals is essen�al to many different resources 
 Chris�na No�sker: 3DEP, does the program pay for the LiDAR if it can be 

dovetailed w/ 3DEP? 
• JS: Depends on the program, but idea is mul�ple partners come 

together to provide funding towards it 
• CN: in prior years, did other branches of the program pay for the 

imagery? 
o JS: a lot of work put into other ways to collect that imagery. 

Have setled on overflights due to advancement of sensors.  
 Save money on 2021 overflight  

• Project D: Effects of Dam Opera�ons and Vegeta�on Management for Archaeological Sites 
($331,622)  (Joel Sankey, Helen Fairley) 

o The LTEMP goal for Archaeological and Cultural Resources is to maintain the integrity of 
poten�ally affected Na�onal Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible or listed historic 
proper�es in place, where possible, with preserva�on methods employed on a site- 
specific basis. Project D monitors and quan�fies changes in the physical condi�on of 
river corridor archaeological sites in Grand Canyon as a func�on of ongoing and 
experimental dam opera�ons and vegeta�on management ac�ons of the LTEMP ROD 
(LTEMP), in keeping with the mandates of the Grand Canyon Protec�on Act (GCPA) and 
consistent with the monitoring plan developed in 2015 and Reclama�on’s 2017 Historic 
Preserva�on Plan. Descrip�on on page 164 of the FY21-23 TWP. 



o  

o  

o  
 Dam opera�ons, vegeta�on management, archaeological sites ($294,846) 



 Monitoring landscape-scale ecosystem change with repeat photography 
($36,776)  

 Cultural Program History ($0) 
  

o Discussion: 
 Would Project L LiDAR allow for cost saving in the year it is collected? 
 Leslie James: What is the prac�cal effect of moving some of this work over to 

Reclama�on, what does that really mean? Moving some of GCMRC funds back 
to BOR? 

• Helen Fairley: some of these projects (like rock art) is more suited to PA 
as it has a broader scope than Dam Effects 

o Pilot study is one that had back and forth, part of PA but there 
has not been much effort to understand it 

• LJ: understand that, but why is some of this work s�ll considered 
experimental as opposed to more management ac�ons? 

o If management ac�ons, where should the responsibility lie? 
• JS: Last work plan the Veg management had parallel projects w/ NPS, 

last TWP fit the work to evaluate those management ac�ons 
• HF: in terms of veg management, looked at effects of veg management 

and how quickly it comes back and how sediment management ac�ons 
effect sandbars 

 Rob Billerbeck: LiDAR stuff, we haven’t had a lot of NPS discussion, yet 
• Looks useful at ge�ng at how sites are changing 
• Knowing how much veg and how many sites are experiencing that 

encroachment was significant for NPS ac�on 
o Learned we didn’t have to remove as much veg as ini�ally 

thought 
 Larry Stevens: think as big as possible at this point in the program 

• Why not spend some �me in the next three years using historical photos 
to focus in on micro habitats to develop ecological understanding of 
vegeta�on states through �me 

o HF: poten�al there, one of the challenges we face is “habitat for 
who?” and being more explicit about what we’re talking about 
 Maybe some of these changes are benefi�ng some and 

not others 
 Repeat photography records haven’t been used to their 

full poten�al 
• Poten�al for understanding sediment supply 

availability 
 LS: not sugges�ng fullscale habitat search, but would love to see the 

conversa�on to develop a plan for it 
• Would like to see planning to get at that broader perspec�ve 
• Word “enhance” in GCPA difficult term for NPS, what do we want to the 

river corridor to look like? 



 Kurt Dongoske: are you doing any assessment of how wind blown sand on 
archeological sites is being stabilized (if at all)? 

• HF: sand doesn’t need to be compacted to have preserva�on value 
o Can withstand fair amount of traffic and s�ll preserve site 
o Trying to take this to the next step of how we can manage sand 

to hold that sediment where it needs to be held 
• KD: what is the end game for this en�re project? When will you have 

enough info to make findings, or will it be ongoing monitoring that 
should poten�ally be taken over by NPS? 

o HF: a bit of both research and long term monitoring 
 Thought there would be more HFEs 
 Need longer term data stream to understand that 

interconnec�on of sand supply 
 Can’t get a hold of decadal changes doing a short term 

study, so that’s why this is designed as long term 
• KD: concern that burying sites with wind blown sites does have affect as 

it does not allow Zuni to receive message from ancestors 
o Turned arch sites into geomorph landscape situa�ons 
o Cultural landscape study within park, it is important to note BOR 

resistance to apprecia�ng Zuni rela�onship to Grand Canyon 
o HF: burying sites out of view is an unlikely outcome as it would 

take a lot of sand to bury these sites 
 Trying to find a way to ensure that these sites aren’t 

erased from the landscape as a result of humans 
 Seeing if this can work in the long run if there is even 

enough sand to make a difference 
o KD: original EIS issue of historic floods no longer occurring was 

something that couldn’t be considered in EIS, only opera�ons of 
the dam 
 Sediment behind the dam helped secure sites in place 
 concerned with interac�on b/w NPS archeologists and 

Zuni 
 Rob Billerbeck: appreciated comments from Kurt and Helen 

• Trouble trying to maintain natural aeolian processes, not aware of sites 
w/ too much building of sediment 

• NPS looking at maintaining and struggling to do so, not aware of too 
much sediment 

• Project I: Warm-Water Na�ve and Non-Na�ve Fish Monitoring and Research ($655,278) 
(Charles Yackulic, Drew Eppehimer, Kim Dibble) 

o Maintaining self-sustaining na�ve fish popula�ons within the Colorado River and 
minimizing the presence and expansion of aqua�c invasive species are two specific 
resource goals outlined in the LTEMP and associated 2016 Biological Opinion for the 
opera�on of Glen Canyon Dam. These two resource goals are closely linked together in 
that introduced warm-water fish are largely incompa�ble with Colorado River na�ve fish 



and pose a direct risk to na�ve species like the Humpback Chub. This project will help to 
monitor those risks. Full Descrip�on on page 291 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

o  

o  
 System-wide na�ve fish and invasive aqua�c species monitoring ($357,743) 
 Invasion and coloniza�on dynamics of warm-water invasive fish ($168,365) 
 Impacts of channel ca�ish on na�ve fish in the LCR ($129,170)     

o  
 Diet studies happening under Project F, not sure if it go under project I or not 



o  

o  

o  
 Would that fit more under project G? 

o Discussion: 
 Jim Strogen: parasites, is there ul�mately a management ac�on that could 

mi�gate, or is this just a study? 
• System-wide the parasites are coming in due to warming waters 

o Need to monitor as it’s in the BO 
o If due to warming, there is poten�al management ac�on to cool 

the water 
• JS: knowing about the parasites is all well and good, but can’t think of 

management ac�on for us 
• KD: management ac�on would be related to temps 

 Larry Stevens: how do we get to the big picture of fisheries? Maybe get 
bibliography of all informa�on? 

• Is there strategy of life history model for these fish species? 
o KD: would be a huge effort to get all of that data and 

informa�on together on a resolu�on necessary for life history 
 Would need to think about it more  

• LS: Want to make sure there is a clear plan to move forward in the next 
TWP 

 Craig Ellsworth: modeling popula�on dynamics, would hope entrainment would 
be included in that model 

• Hope that there is temp monitoring being done in areas like the slough 
and other easily accessible areas to get idea of what’s going on 

• Tucker trough (2nd bullet on “New Research Ideas” is a good idea 



• KD: Jeff Arnold pu�ng out two loggers in the slough next week, talked 
about temp and DO loggers, concern of losing those loggers due to 
ac�vity in the slough 

o Looking at temps in vegeta�on beds 
 Seth Shanahan: ideas from the non-na�ve fish strategic plan. One idea is a 

discussion and review of fish ac�ons on how they are at controlling non-na�ves, 
and any opportuni�es for off-ramping 

• Add project element that would allow GCMRC par�cipa�on 
• KD: will touch base later to see what would work 

 Shana Rapoport: could you give us detail on how the budget pertains to 
presen�ng the results, how do we aggregate all the informa�on coming in from 
difference agencies? 

• Do we need to devote more funding to that kind of ac�vity, or would 
another agency be more suited to being the data clearing house? 

• KD: use the ARM to relay science to stakeholders, are opportuni�es to 
present to TWG and AMWG periodically 

• Bill Stewart: a lot going on, and it’s a mix of TWP and NPS ac�ons 
o Glad to hear having some space in the TWP to beter 

communicate these efforts 
o There is technical team focused just on folks doing the work in 

the river 
• KD: quan�fying where we are in the invasion curve could be difficult, 

have been trying to figure out how to answer that ques�on 
o Do have a web map for non-na�ve fish mapping 

 BS: not available publicly yet 
 Emily Young: since we’re considering SMB flow op�ons, does addi�onal 

monitoring need to be included in this work plan, or would it be experimental 
fund? 

• Any addi�onal research we want to see if we aren’t able to have those 
flow op�ons? 

• KD: modeling that was men�oned earlier might encompass some of that 
effort 

o As far as adding addi�onal monitoring, we are monitoring Lee’s 
Ferry a lot already (TRGD, NPS monitoring, AZGFD, etc.).  

 Rob Billerbeck: relevant projects to what we’re going through right now, 
appreciate Emily’s comments on the LTEMP SEIS op�ons 

• Maybe something b/w Lee’s Ferry and LCR would be appropriate 
 

 



BAHG Call #5 Notes 

• Project B: Sandbar and Sediment Storage Monitoring and Research ($1,010,030) (Paul Grams and 
David Topping) 

o The purposes of this project are to: 1) track the effects of individual HFEs on sandbars and 
campsites), 2) monitor the cumula�ve effect of successive HFEs and intervening dam 
opera�ons on sandbars and sand conserva�on, 3) inves�gate the interac�ons between dam 
opera�ons, sand transport, and channel dynamics, and 4) develop and apply predic�ve 
models for streamflow and sandbar changes that can be used for evalua�ng dam opera�ons 
scenarios. It directly relates to the LTEMP Record of Decision (ROD; LTEMP) to “increase and 
retain fine sediment volume, area, and distribu�on...for ecological, cultural, and recrea�onal 
purposes." Full Descrip�on on page 106 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

o  
 Sandbar and campsite monitoring with topographic surveys and remote cameras 

($573,964) 



  
 Bathymetric and topographic mapping for monitoring long-term trends in sediment 

storage ($333,831) 

  
 Control network and survey support ($102,235) 



  

  
o  
o Discussion: 

 Craig Ellsworth: is anyone tracking how pearce ferry rapid is changing over �me? 
• PG: we have started doing that, just as a casual add-on with a remote 

camera 
o Proposed to include in element B.2 
o Monitoring effect of rapid on water surface eleva�on 



o Looking at river bed above and below rapid as well 
• CE: thinking of it in terms of fish passage/barrier 

o AZGFD monitoring fish movement directly (funded through NPS at 
Meade and USFWS) 
 Looking at extending that effort through BOR 

 Rob Billerbeck: NPS Support for both 
• Note that revising downslope of HFE is supported 
• Worthwhile and within intent of maximizing benefits of HFEs 

 Larry Stevens: work is cri�cal to program 
• Project A: Streamflow, Water Quality, and Sediment Transport and Budge�ng in the Colorado River 

Ecosystem ($1,249,606) 
o This project collects the physical data that directly link dam opera�ons to the downstream 

Colorado River; all other GCDAMP-funded projects use these data to link dam opera�ons to 
their resources of interest. The data collected by this project are used to implement the 
High-Flow Experiment (HFE) Protocol (i.e., trigger and design HFE hydrographs), to evaluate 
the reach-scale sand mass-balance response to the HFE Protocol, and to evaluate the 
downstream effects of releases conducted under the Long-Term Experimental and 
Management Plan (LTEMP) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS; LTEMP). Full Descrip�on 
on page 80 of the FY21-23 TWP. 

 A.3 Sediment transport and budgeting ($711,314) 
o Discussion: 

 Larry Stevens: have we looked at dura�on and extent of clearwater flows? 
• DT: we did publish an analysis in 2014 showing dura�on, haven’t done 

anything more recent, but do show turbidity on their sediment website 
• LS: is longer dura�on Clearwater flows more common, and what are the 

consequences of that? 
o DT: we have seen longer dura�on 

 Andrew Schultz: the web tool is incredibly important to the program, and it is cost 
effec�ve and more efficient to internalize this posi�on 

• Need to show we have financial support for it 
• Data work load has increased since those  

• Project J: Socioeconomic Research ($217,529) (Lucas Bair) 
o Project J contains research elements that collect and integrate socioeconomic informa�on 

with data and predic�ve models from ongoing long-term physical and biological monitoring 
and research led by the USGS GCMRC. The project elements improve the ability of GCDAMP 
resource managers and stakeholders to evaluate management ac�ons and priori�ze 
monitoring and research. The proposed project elements address the LTEMP ROD resource 
goals related to humpback chub, sediment, invasive fish, and hydropower, as specified in 
Sec�on 4. Full Descrip�on on page 291 of the FY21-23 TWP. 



o  
 Predic�ve models for adap�ve management 
 Brown trout incen�vized harvest 

  



  
o Discussion: 

 Larry Stevens: is it your plan to get to a statement of overall economic tradeoffs 
from dam 

• LB: slowly moving towards that, but ge�ng to that end point will be difficult 
o Some of that is being addressed in the integrated modeling, so 

making progress 
 Craig Ellsworth: have concerns w/ GCMRC developing hydropower metrics, non-

starter for WAPA as a stakeholder 
 Leslie James: same as Craig 

• Can’t approve w/ hydropower piece 
 Rob Billerbeck: NPS supports 
 Erik Stanfield: echo what Rob just said, specifically support for tribal component 

• Navajo feel strongly about exploring how to work together 
• Economics are best methods we have to do this 

 
• Project K: Geospa�al Science, Data Management, and Technology ($503,453) (Thomas Gushue) 

o This project provides high-level support to GCDAMP-funded science efforts in the disciplines 
of geospa�al science, data management, database administra�on, and emerging 
informa�on technologies. Full Descrip�on on page 326 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 Enterprise GIS, geospa�al analysis, and processing ($236,424) 



  
 Data management and database administra�on ($206,180) 

  



  
 Remote monitoring and advanced technology support ($60,849) 

  
  

o Discussion: 



 Erik Stanfield: conversa�on about doing large veg project on LCR 
• Is there a possibility to extend some of that geospa�al data up the LCR? 
• TG: would love to be involved, if it’s a huge li�  

• Project M: Leadership, Management, and Support ($1,337,333) (Mark Anderson/Andrew Schultz) 
o The Leadership, Management, and Support budget covers salaries for a budget analyst, 

librarian, a part-�me library assistant, three members of the logis�cs support staff, as well as 
leadership and management personnel for GCMRC. Full Descrip�on on page 359 of the 
FY21-23 TWP. 
 Leadership, management, and support ($900,014) 
 Logis�cs staff ($360,619) 
 IT ($76,700) 

o Haven’t had both deputy and Chief on in a while, an�cipa�ng increase to logis�cs budget 
o Discussion 

  
• Project N: Hydropower Monitoring and Research ($29,574) Lucas Bair 

o The LTEMP states that the objec�ve of the hydropower and energy resource goal is to, 
“maintain or increase GCD electric energy genera�on, load following capability, and ramp 
rate capability, and minimize emissions and costs to the greatest extent prac�cable, 
consistent with improvement and long-term sustainability of downstream resources.” 
Project N will iden�fy, coordinate, and collaborate with external partners on monitoring and 
research opportuni�es associated with opera�onal experiments at GCD designed to meet 
hydropower and energy resource objec�ves, as stated in the LTEMP EIS and its ROD, and 
guided by the memorandum (Guidance Memo) from the Secretary's Designee, dated August 
14, 2019. Full Descrip�on on page 360 of the FY21-23 TWP. 
 Hydropower monitoring and research  

o Move Project N as writen in previous TWP to BOR side 
 Craig Ellsworth: work as writen was not completed, thinks it’s a good fit for BOR 

power office. 
• Open to working w/ GCMRC and show them in person how the models work 

and run 
• WAPA wants to be at table while model is being run 

o Discussion: 
 Andrew Schultz: elaborate on SEIS reference 

• CE: not sure if that is a topic for this call 
o Think there is some inaccuracy in data analysis 

 Chris�na Nofstker: NM support moving N to BOR side, and s�ll support Lucas’ work 
in recrea�on and tribal 

 Helen Fairley: before any decision is made history of Project N should be examined 
 Leslie James: don’t want comments interpreted as denigra�ng/reducing 

socioeconomics in this program 
• Recommenda�on would help make the program more robust as a whole by 

providing wider collabora�ve net 
• General: 

o Craig Ellsworth: need some help on how this program needs to priori�ze 



 Need to talk amongst ourselves and iden�fy those priori�es 
 Have BOR run their priori�es exercise again  
 Have Stakeholder Priori�es as well 

• LS: strongly second 
o How do we do that? Easy to rank in terms of our perspec�ve 
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